
The flying cat 
It was Sunday morning and Ruby Winstanley was VERY eager. This was no ordinary Sunday 

morning. This Sunday morning was Rally Racing day. Ruby was very eager indeed. It was the 

first she gets to see her dad ( Nigel ) in a year. She was so excited to go rally racing since her 

brother, Alfie, wouldn’t stop on about how wonderful the cars were taking another left turn 

right next and the wind gushes your face and hits it whilst your mind is blown. Ever since 

then I've stuck car posters up on my wall. But it does make me wonder why he said another 

so boringly. 

Missing 
As soon as we got their dad was nowhere to be seen. VANISHED. Ruby thought to herself he 

couldn’t have gone far. Her brother kept saying he was taken by an alien. For a second, I 

thought he was right and then I instantly denied it. 

“Where do you think he is?” questioned Mum. 

“With the aliens” boasted Alfie. 

“Do shut up with your alien theory” exclaimed Mum. 

Ruby thought for moment. “Got it” shouted Ruby. 

“Chrystal sands” suggested Ruby. 

“Of course, the beach” said Mum “Dad’s favourite place!” 

Alfie muttered “I was about to say that” 

It was a long trip but he wasn’t there either. 

The Voice 
The voice came from the old ice cream shop. It said “follow me if you want to find your 

dad”. So, we followed the person with a mask on into this weird looking van that floats. It 

turns out it was a SPACESHIP under cover. But they were friendly aliens. They said they 

wanted to test out the human brain but I didn’t trust them. Like, have you ever seen the 

movies where an alien comes to take over the universe like thing 1 and thing 2 actually bad 

example but you get it – right? Ruby muttered “Alfie was right all along and me and mum 

didn’t know it.” They also warned us that they zapped our fridge and any animal in-side of 

the fridge gets  



Superpowers 
Supercat 
So we got back home in a MILLISECOND and Alfie wouldn’t stop bragging on how he was 

correct all along. So I got a strawberry milkshake from the fridge and I saw the cat in-side of 

it. 

Oh-no 
SO THAT MEANS MY CAT HAS SUPERPOWERS 

“What's wrong dear?" asked Mum. 

“N N Nothing.” hesitated Ruby. 

“What do you mean nothing we just met aliens, rode on their spaceship and came back 

home in a millisecond. So what is wrong?”exclaimed  Alfie. 

“Just leave me alone!" screamed Ruby whilst carrying the cat into her room. 

“Teenagers" said Mum, dad and Alfie all at the same time. 

The Idea 
Ruby thought what can I do with a supercat. If she could sneak it past her own parents she 

would be able to fly to school instead of walking on her own. She could probably fly to Spain 

or Florida or Greece even Morecambe.  

What would you do if you had a flying cat? 

 

 


